
MARC21 format for Bibliographic data 

Full and minimal levels of cataloguing 

The code in Encoding level (ELvl) in the fixed field Leader/17 identifies the standard to which a 

record conforms. Following are one-character alphanumeric codes that indicate the fullness of the 

bibliographic information and/or content designation of the MARC record—they indicate the degree 

of completeness of the machine-readable (MARC) record. For more information on these standards, 

see the Library of Congress document MARC 21 for Bibliographic Data, National Level Full & 

Minimal Requirements ( http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/nlr/). 

Records created at less-than-full levels of cataloguing reflect limited bibliographic description, 

subject analysis and authority work. Creation of such records is therefore cheaper and faster. Most 

libraries however limit the application of these brief levels of cataloguing to only certain types of 

materials.  Often these levels are applied to low-need, low-research value titles. Some institutions 

apply these to ephemera, vertical-file-type materials, e-resources, children’s books, govdocs, 

privately printed works, etc. 

Decision to implement these minimal levels of cataloguing must take into consideration institutional   

collection development policies and cataloguing priorities. Most institutions identify types of 

materials that are eligible for minimal level cataloguing in consultation with librarians in reference 

departments who are familiar with the usage patterns of their collections.  

# Full level 

Most complete MARC record created from information derived from an inspection of the physical 

item.   

For serials, at least one issue of the serial is inspected.  

1 Full level, material not examined 

Next most complete MARC record after the full level created from information derived from an 

extant description of the item (e.g., a title page) without the inspection of the physical item.   

2 Less-than-full level, material not examined 

Less-than-full level record (i.e., a record that falls between minimal level and full) created from  

extant description of the material (e.g., a printed catalogue card) without the inspection of the 

physical item.   

3 Abbreviated level 

Brief record that does not meet minimal level cataloguing specifications.  Headings in the records 

may reflect established forms to the extent that such forms were available at the time the record was 

created. Used by OCLC participants for Dublin Core records. 

 



4 Core level 

Less-than-full but greater-than-minimal level cataloguing record that meets core record standards 

for completeness. 

5 Parial (preliminary level) 

Preliminary cataloguing level record that is not considered final by the creating agency (e.g., the 

headings may not reflect established forms; the record may not meet national-level cataloguing 

specifications).  

7 Minimal level 

  Record that meets the U.S. National Level Bibliographic Record minimal level cataloguing 

specifications and is considered final by the creating agency. Headings have been checked against 

an authority file and reflect established forms to the extent that such forms were available at the 

time the minimal level record was created.  

8 Prepublication level 

Prepublication level record.  Includes records created in cataloging in publication programs.  

u Unknown 

Not used in newly input or updated records.  

For example, code u is used in Dublin Core originated records.  

z Not applicable 

Concept of encoding level does not apply to the record. 

 

 

The Library of Congress uses the following codes for records created at Core and Minimal levels: 

Enc. Lcl: 4 (Core level record, non-CIP) 

Enc Lvl: 8 (LC CIP, intended to be full) 

LC guidelines for subject assignment on “Core level” records appear in the Subject Cataloging 

Manual: Subject headings, H170. Generally only one or two subject headings are assigned to 

records described at brief levels. 

Authority work normally has not been done for headings used in minimal level cataloging records 

(Encoding level Leader/17 fixed field in the bibliographic record = 7) and less than fully 

authenticated serial records (authentication field 042 does not contain any one of the codes lc, lcd, 

or nlc). Headings on LC MLC records or less than fully authenticated serial records may or may 

not be properly established AACR2 forms.  



OCLC 

Use the following chart to compare Full-, Core-, Minimal-, and Abbreviated-level standards for key 

areas in records: 

Element Full-Level Core-Level Minimal-Level 
Abbreviated-

Level 

ELvl ,, I, L 4 K, 2, 5, 7, M 3 

Fixed field 
Code fully on 

every record 

Code fully on every 

record 

Default values 

defined by OCLC 

Type: M 

BLvl: M 

Desc: M 

DtSt: M 

Date 1: M 

Date 2: R 

Ctry: M 

Form: R 

Lang: M 

Srce: M (value d) 

Other elements are 

optional. 

020, 022, 028 

Supply full 

available 

information 

Subfield ‡a if 

present on item 

Subfield ‡a if 

present on item 

Subfield ‡a if 

present on item 

042  
Include as program 

requires 

Include if PCC 

participant 
Omit 

Omit (unless 

created from 

Dublin Core 

record, in which 

case use code dc). 

050, 082, 

086, etc. 

One number from a 

recognized scheme 

if available 

One number from a 

recognized scheme  
Optional Optional 

1xx  
Include/establish if 

applicable 

Include/establish if 

applicable 

Include/establish 

if applicable 

Include 1xx if 

applicable.  

240 
Include/establish if 

applicable 

Include if known or 

inferred from item 
Optional Optional 

245–300 

Include all 

applicable 

elements 

Include all 

applicable elements 

Include all 

applicable 

elements 

Include the 

following 

elements, if 

applicable: 

245 M: ‡a 

245 M: ‡a; R: ‡b, 



‡c, ‡h 

246 R; Emphasize 

varying titles, such 

as those containing 

symbols or 

numbers. 

250 R 

260 R: ‡a, ‡b, ‡c 

300 R: ‡a 

4xx 

Transcribe series if 

present. Trace 

according to LC 

practice 

Transcribe series if 

present. If traced, 

PCC participants 

should support with 

authority record 

Transcribe if 

present 

Transcribe series, 

if present, in 490, 

untraced, with 1st 

indicator 0. 

5xx 

All applicable 

notes according to 

the latest revision 

of AACR2 and 

LCRIs 

Enter the following 

notes if applicable:  

• Field 500 

• Field 502 

• Field 505 

• Field 533 

Enter the 

following notes if 

applicable:  

• Field 501 

• Field 502 

• Field 533 

Enter the following 

notes if applicable:  

• Field 533 

6xx  

Subject headings at 

appropriate level of 

specificity from an 

established 

thesaurus or 

subject heading 

system if available 

At least 1 or 2 

subject headings at 

appropriate level of 

specificity from an 

established 

thesaurus or subject 

heading system if 

available 

Optional Optional 

7xx 

Full added entry 

coverage according 

to the latest 

revision of AACR2 

and LCRIs 

Express primary 

added entry 

relationships and 

important title 

access information 

Express primary 

added entry 

relationships and 

important title 

access 

information 

Include one 7xx 

field if applicable 

and if 1xx is not 

applicable. For 

some data from 

non-MARC 

sources, field 720 

may be 

appropriate. 

8xx 

(Established 

form of 

series if 

If series is traced, 

use as appropriate 

If series is traced, 

use as appropriate 
Optional Omit 



different 

from that in 

field 490) 

856 Optional Optional Optional 

R: ‡u 

Other subfields are 

optional. 

In the Abbreviated-Level column, M=Mandatory; R=Required if applicable.  

 

Note: Three different codes have been used to differentiate between data elements that must always 

be present, that should be present when information is available, and optional data elements. The 

requirement codes are defined as follows: 

 

M=Mandatory. A data element that must be present in every bibliographic record.  

 

R=Mandatory if applicable. A data element that must be present in a bibliographic record if it is 

appropriate for the item being described and if the information is available. 

 

O=Optional. This data element is not required in a bibliographic record. 

 

 

 

OCLC also uses the following locally defined encoding codes: 
 

I=Full level input by participating libraries. 

 

K=Less-than-full  

 

M=Less-than-full added from title page 

 

For more details visit OCLC site: 

http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/onlinecataloging/#BCGGBAFC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Library and Archives Canada (LAC) uses the following encoding levels 

 

There are five levels of cataloguing treatment for published heritage materials acquired by LAC: 

full, core, minimal, and abbreviated, plus the access level record for web sites. 

Categories of material and their levels of cataloguing treatment 

FULL level 

includes: 

CORE level includes: MINIMAL level 

includes: 

ABBREVIATED 

level includes: 

- subject headings 

assigned 

- access points: no 

restriction 

- LC classification 

- DDC (for 

Canadiana 

publications only) 

- all notes as 

appropriate 

- authority records 

created 

_________________ 

 

Exception for non-

current rare books: 

- no subject headings 

assigned; no DDC; no 

authorities created 

- maximum of 2 subject 

headings assigned 

- access points only for 

primary relationships 

and important titles 

(generally maximum of 

2 in addition to main 

entry, title proper, 

parallel title, and series) 

- LC classification (for 

non-govt publications 

only) 

- shortened DDC 

- authority records 

created for headings 

_________________ 

- no subject headings 

assigned 

- access points only for 

primary relationships and 

important titles 

(generally maximum of 2 

in addition to main entry, 

title proper, parallel title, 

and series) 

- LC classification 

- shortened DDC (for 

Canadiana publications 

only) 

- authority records 

created 

__________________ 

 

Exception for serials & 

provincial govt. 

publications: 

- no LC classification 

- no subject headings 

assigned 

- access points: 

maximum of 2 (title 

and 1 name if easily 

determined), plus 

added t.p. title(s) in 

Eng./Fre., or parallel 

title(s) in Eng./Fre. 

 

- LC classification 

only if needed for 

shelving in LAC 

collection 

- no DDC 

- no authority 

records created 

 

For  more details visit LAC site: http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/cataloguing-

standards/040006-2201-e.html 

 

 

 



Full and minimal levels of cataloguing in OCLS union catalogue 

 

 
# = blank (Full) is the highest encoding level used when physical item is in hand and has been 

examined; 

 

l = Full Level, material not examined) used when item is not in hand; cataloguing is done from title 

pages and audiovisual data sheets. 

 

Following levels (with modified values) are used for some special materials: 

 

7= This level has been used primarily to describe ephemera, mostly monographic items with less 

than 30 p. These records were created without the verification of access points against existing 

authorities. Headings in the records may reflect established forms to the extent that such forms were 

available at the time the record was created.  

 

3=This level has been used for printed monographic government documents in the DSP Project. 

 

4 =This level has been used for remotely available electronic government documents 

 

Examples for the first two encoding levels have been included in the Cataloguing manual. 

Following are examples of brief records created using encoding levels 7 and 3. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example of level 3 record: 

 

For more examples check the Electronic documents database with the keyword “eDocsCa and 

mDocsCa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Comparision of  Full (levels 1 and blank), Brief (Level 7) and Govdocs (Levels 3, 4 and 7) in 

OCLS Union Catalogue 

 

Field     Full    Brief   Govdocs 

Leader/06 (Type of   M    M   M 

record) 

Leader/07    M    M   M 

(Bibl. Level) 

Leader/17    1 & Blank   7   3 & 4 

(Encoding level) 

Leader/18    M    M   M 

(Desc. Cat. Form) 

008 (all materials) 

06 Type of date   M    M   M 

07-10 (Date 1)    M    M   M 

11-14 (Date 2)    M    -   - 

15-17 (Place of pubn.)  M    M   MA 

33 (Type of visual material          

for videorecordings)   M    M   M  

35-37 (Language)   M    M   M 

38 (Modified record)   M    -   - 

39 (Cataloguing source)  M    M   M 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Variable fields: 

010 (LC control number)  M (if known)   M (if known)  M (if known) 



020 (ISBN)    M (if known)   M (if known)  M (if known) 

040 (cat. Source)   M    -   - 

041 (Lang. Code)   M (for bilingual tiles)  M (Bilingual)  M (Bilingual) 

043 (Geog. Area code)  MA    -   - 

050 (LC call number)   M    M (see OCLS  - 

         Cat. Manual   given in 090 

         For details  

    

090 (Local call no.)   -    -   M (with cutter 

            from Main 

            Entry and nos. 

            From DBCN 

1XX (Main entry)   M    M   M 

130 (Uniform title)   -    -   -  

     (except for some 

     Composers) 

245 (Title)    M    M   M 

246 (varying form   M    -   - 

Of title)        (except for bilingual titles) 

250 (Edition)    M    -   - 

260 (Imprint)    M    M   MA 

               

300 (physical    M    M   MA 

Description)          (not for e-res.) 

310 (frequency)   M (for serials)   MA   MA 

362 (Date of pubn.)   MA(for serials)  MA(serials)  MA(serials)  



4XX(series)    M    -   - 

500     M     -   - 

502 (Dissertation)   M    -   - 

504 (Bibliography)   M    -   - 

505 (Contents)    M    -   - 

515 (numbering)   M    -   - 

518 (event note)   M    -   - 

520 (summary)   M (only for AV)  -   - 

525 (suppl. Note)   M (for serials)   -   - 

530 (additional forms)  M    -   MA 

533 (reproduction)   MA    -   - 

534 (original version)   MA    -   - 

538 (system details)   M (for some AV)  -   - 

546 (Language)   M    MA( bilingual  MA (bilingual 

         works)   works)  

550 (Issuing body)   MA (serials)   -   -  

580 (linking note)   M (serials)   -   - 

6XX (Subject headings)  M    M   M 

6XX          One or two  One or two 

6XX (RVM)    M (Fr & bilingual)  M (Fr.&bilingual) M (Fr& 

            bilingual) 

7XX (added entries)   MA    -   - 

80X-83X (series   MA    -   - 

added entries) 

841-886 (holding   MA    -   MA (856 only) 



And electronic 

Locations) 

996 (local fields)   -    -   M 

Except locally defined  935(enumeration)  -   only 996 & 998 

     946 (serials) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

M=Mandatory 

MA=Mandatory if Applicable 

Blank=Not required 


